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President’s Report

By Alan Clayton

Maintaining focus while in lockdown
As with almost everyone else in Victoria, the staff and Committee of Management
of the Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater have been experiencing the roller coaster ride of the
various chapters of the response to the Covid-19 pandemic, with the variants of lockdowns and
associated measures. In the last Newsletter I noted that “while we have learned to live with, and
adapt to, the necessary restrictions associated with responsible engagement with the risks
associated with the SARS-Cov-2 virus, we yearn for the resumption of face to face (albeit with
necessary physical distancing) contact.”
Shortly after that Newsletter went to press, in the expectation of the easing of the then current
restrictions, we were deeply in the process of making preparations for the resumption of the volunteer
programmes. With our Nursery Manager, Michelle Faram, we were working through the logistics of
resuming the Nursery volunteer programme with a morning and afternoon shift, of small groups of a
maximum of five people on each shift, so that social distancing could be observed, with each
volunteer having their own set of nursery tools that were not to be shared. Michelle had thought
through, in meticulous detail, all aspects of the arrangements, from arrival to departure and the work
arrangements in between, to ensure that the safety imperative of rigorous infection control was
entrenched in every aspect of programme. Similarly, our Coordinator of Volunteers, Sue Tardif, was
preparing an exciting and innovative ‘winter programme’ of one and a half hour activities in the
Reserve with small groups of field assistant volunteers as a basis of a staged reintroduction of the
field assistant programme. This followed formal approval for such activities from Parks Victoria’s Area
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Chief Ranger, Jack Dinkgreve, on the condition that these were conducted in a manner consistent
with the then current Government restrictions. Sue had received an enthusiastic response from more
than forty field assistant volunteers. Then the reintroduction of more stringent restrictions in late June
meant that these plans had to be shelved.
As we struggle to discern what the ‘new normal’ of the Covid-modified social environment is, we
have, along with the rest of the world, had to modify many of our practices. In place of face-to-face
meetings, we have moved to the virtual sphere and have become quite conversant with, though not
with complete mastery of, the basics of Zoom and Microsoft Teams video meeting technology. This is
how we have conducted our Committee of Management meetings and how I and our staff members
participate in meetings of the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team, Yarra4Life and with ongoing
meetings with some of our key partners including Parks Victoria and the Department of the
Environment, Water and Planning (DELWP). In relation to DELWP, we warmly welcome a new chair of
the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery team, Vivian Amenta. Vivian is a long-standing, knowledgeable
and very experience program manager with DELWP and we have been able to forge a strong and
collegiate relationship with her. Our cycle of Committee meetings (including our Public Fund
Committee and our Beyond Yellingbo Steering Committee) has also continued to operate in this new
fashion. As this mode of working has stretched from weeks to months, some of us are displaying the
Covid ‘iso’ coiffure of near shoulder-length locks, a hirsute look that we thought that we had left
behind in our teenage years. We are continuing to plan for the future. Following a strategic planning
day last year, we have been working on a new strategic plan and are planning to again convene a
meeting with all members of our staff and our Committee of Management in late September to further
refine our thinking in relation to this plan. Our Merchandise Committee has been working very hard
and are planning to introduce a new range of products. It was hoped that some of these may be
available in time for Christmas. However, whether that can in fact occur may be hostage to how the
future trajectory of this pandemic unfolds and the constraints and restrictions that this brings in its
wake. Next year is the fiftieth anniversary of the declaration of the Helmeted Honeyeater as the
avifaunal emblem of Victoria and the Leadbeater’s Possum as the State’s faunal emblem. We are
planning, in conjunction with the Friends of the Leadbeater’s Possum, to celebrate this milestone
event in an appropriate manner.
Our staff continue to remain busy. Michelle, our Nursery manager, together with her deputy, Shirley
Henderson, have been working extremely hard to maintain the dispatch of existing Nursery orders
and to have the Nursery prepared to meet the challenges of the coming spring. The manager of our
iconic Beyond Yellingbo programme, Gaye Gadsden, continues to be able to manage a prodigious
level of on-ground activity on behalf of many landholders who are involved in this programme. As
well, Gaye (who was our first Nursery manager as well as our first Environmental Coordinator) has
been able to provide some support to Michelle and Shirley in the Nursery. Sue Tardif and Amy Tipton
have continued to provide very sophisticated and energetic support to the modified field assistant
programme, now formally under the management of DELWP. Environmental Coordinator, Mel
Birtchnell, has had the difficult and arduous balancing act of discharging her work role while also
overseeing (in partnership with her husband) the home schooling of three school-age children. Mel
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has assumed the chair of the Habitat Working Group of the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team
and has energetically revived that Group and guided it into new directions.
As the former American baseball player, Lawrence ‘Yogi’ Berra, is reported to have remarked, ‘It’s
tough to make predictions, especially about the future’. I will not try. I simply sign off this report with
the same sentiment with which I ended the last: I fervently look forward to a time when we as the
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater community can join and mingle together in person. That is
clearly not possible now.
In the interim, please keep safe and well -Alan

Out in the Field
By Bruce Quin

Our reporting from the field is provided by Andrew Silcocks (Field Ornithologist
for the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Program) for this edition of HeHo
Herald because I have been largely office-based since May (2020) or on leave.
Andrew has produced a very informative report that includes high quality images and field workers
have had plenty to contend with! Many thanks to Andrew and the rest of the field team!

Captive Breeding 2020/2021
The captive population provides birds for release into the wild and therefore a mention of what’s
happening at Healesville Sanctuary is appropriate. Meg Lane, Keeper for the Helmeted Honeyeater
Recovery Program reports that individuals of each of 18 pairs have been introduced to each other
and several females have been carrying nest material; one has a nest at the early stage of
construction. The 18 pairs comprise: 10 with both individuals being Helmeted Honeyeaters; five
where a Helmeted Honeyeater is paired to a Gippsland subspecies of Yellow-tufted Honeyeater (4
from Noojee and one from Licola); and three pairs of hybrids. Melbourne Zoo has two pairs of
Helmeted Honeyeaters and Moonlit Sanctuary Wildlife Conservation Park (Pearcedale) has a pair of
Helmeted Honeyeaters too. Hopefully, plenty of young will be produced in captivity during the
2020/2021 breeding season.

Recovery Program
Planning works for the Recovery Program has seen the Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team recruit
Rachel Pritchard, a Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) Officer who
works with the Orange-bellied Parrot, to facilitate a process called a Specific Needs Assessment.
Steps in the process include developing a set of management action scenarios that are assessed by
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Recovery Team members for their benefits to the Helmeted Honeyeater population and their costs.
After further reviewing by other DELWP staff, a final report is produced for the Recovery Team that
contains the cost-effectiveness and feasibility of each management scenario. It is anticipated that
this process will guide our future management of the Helmeted Honeyeater and its habitat, especially
the selection of future release sites and the duration of supplementary feeding at Yellingbo and
reintroduction sites. I want to thank again all volunteers for the work you undertake for the Helmeted
Honeyeater Recovery Program. I hope Covid-19
restrictions ease soon so that you can resume the

I hope all of you are well -Bruce

assistance you provide to the Helmeted Honeyeater’s
recovery.

Helmeted Honeyeater Wild Population Monitoring

By Andrew Silcocks on behalf of the Field Team

Eight Helmeted Honeyeaters and one hybrid (4 male/ 5 female) were released at Black Site on 6 May
2020. As of 8 August, 5 birds (3 males and 2 females) are still being recorded there, plus one female
which is currently at Healesville Vet Hospital receiving treatment for a sore leg. It is hoped she will be
released back at the site soon. An additional bird from the August 2019 release is still being
recorded at the site. Unfortunately, a second bird from the same
release was found predated on 10 August (predator probably
avian). Few birds are currently coming into the feed stations,
which hopefully indicates a lot of natural food is available at the
site. It is likely that additional birds may be present and it is
recommended that Bruce or Andrew should spend time at the
site to check for additional birds (due to the small number of
people available to undertake feeding, limited observations are
currently being made at the site.) Some of the captive release
birds from the Spring 2019 release have been recorded moving
Male (ID-white, mauve, white) still present at Black Site
Image: A Silcocks

between Black Site and the main Yellingbo populations at Blue
site and the Woori sites. One bird is currently being recorded
and two others have been noted in recent months. This

demonstrates that birds have been exploring surrounding habitat. Five Helmeted Honeyeaters (4
male/1 female) were released at White Site on 13 May 2020. As of the week ending 8 August, two of
the release birds were being recorded. Of the missing birds, the female, has not been recorded
since release day, while the other two males have only been recorded sporadically. As at Black site,
few birds have been recorded at the feeding stations due to excellent Swamp Gum, Eucalyptus
ovata, flowering so it is possible the missing two males are still on site. Over a period of six weeks a
total of five birds have been found predated, piles of feathers, only one with a leg found could be
identified. The details include:
•

Three birds at Blue site between feeders 0.5 and 00 (one on 6 July, two on 11 July)
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•

One at Woori 2 on 18 July

•

One at Black Site on 10 August (male Yellow/Orange/Yellow)

Due to three birds being lost within a week at Blue Site, four cameras were
set up between feeders to attempt to identify the predator. To date, no
photographs of a predator have been recorded. Fortunately, to our
knowledge, no further birds have been predated at Blue Site. It is suspected
that two of the predated birds were the successful breeding pair at that site
(female ID- mauve / fluoro pink, left leg: yellow / silver and male ID- fluoro
pink / white, left leg: light blue / silver). This pair were very dominant within
this area and since they have gone missing, the dynamics around the area
has completely changed.

Male with leg issues, photo above shows

Relatively few leg injury issues have arisen in recent months. This is thought

the bird’s left foot dangling behind the

to be in part due to the use of single metal bands on each leg. A female from

perch, while the photo below shows that
leg in use.

Black Site had a suspected broken left leg on 29 July 2020. She was

Image: A Silcocks

captured and transported to HS for assessment. Fortunately, there were no
broken bones, but the bird was given anti-inflammatory drugs to assist
recovery. It is hoped that bird will be released soon. One bird is currently ‘on
watch’ which is being recorded as dragging his left leg. He is able to use his
sore leg on occasions and appears to be behaving relatively normally, so for
the time being is being left in the wild. His injuries may be the result of a
predator attack, although this bird has had a history of leg issues.

2020/2021 Nesting season
To date, as of 11 August, five nests are in advanced stages of being built.
They include two nests at Blue Site, two at Red site and one at Woori.

Reveg Rambles

By Richard Case

Like most of you, I haven’t been to the Reserve since March, so I have no fresh
news for you. All I can offer is some Winter memories over the last ten years.

12 June
2011

A cold foggy morning. As I drove up a Swamphen fossicked on the grass
near the Caution Swamphens sign. Around the house calls of the Butcherbird and Magpies
greeted me. We went to Macclesfield Creek Bushland where we collected seed from the

Bushy Needlewoods near the old stockyard. By now, the sun was shining and the birds were
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out and about. A small flock of Striated Thornbills called as they moved through the trees, searching
for insects and White-eared Honeyeaters called from the trees at the edge of the flood plain. We
headed down under the arch of trees toward the creek and were met with a wonderful sight. The
dear little creek was almost to the top of its bank and the floodplain was rather wet. Glorious! How
many years has it been since we’ve seen this? As we pushed through the shrubs a Yellow Robin
gave an alarm call. Was it for us or that dot hanging in the blue sky? Andrew quickly identified it as a
Wedge-tailed Eagle. As it turned, the tail became visible, revealing its identity to us slower ones. We
wandered through a large area, gathering seed from the Yellow Hakea which grow down there. A few
of the drought damaged individuals are starting to recover but it’s early days yet for them. Grey
Fantails fussed around us and overhead, a rain of gum-nut debris indicated the presence of a group
of Crimson Rosellas.
A special weeding day for Holly. One had been spotted on the Woori Yallock Creek during
the Members’ Day in March. We don’t seem to have many on the Woori, compared to
Cockatoo Creek, so it would be nice to get it before it spreads. We walked in from Beers

8 June
2014

Bridge, along the Western Boundary Track, heading upstream. Just over the Middle Creek
bridge we came across a party of Crested (Eastern) Shrike-tits. Most of them were in Mountain
Swamp Gum but unusually, one came down and foraged in the Common Reeds, giving us excellent
views. This bird was giving a “burr-burr” call which I don’t remember hearing before, perhaps an alert
call? The others up in the tree were giving the usual “woka-wa-chew!” call (or “knock-at-the-door”, if
you prefer). We reached the Holly growing where the track rises south of the water point. It was about
2.5m tall, young and thin, growing fast. We dug it out, not much of a root system but it will have to be
monitored carefully as they can easily re-sprout from bits of root. We continued to walk a short way
looking for more Holly but ended up doing the whole loop without finding any. As we walked along,
we had magnificent views of a pair of Bassian Thrush as they hopped along the track in front of us,
not far from the bridge at the southern end of the Reserve.

9 August
2015

A day of uniform mucky cloud down to 3,500’ and valley fog rising to reveal the green
paddocks leading to the creek, outlined with the golden flowers of the wattles we planted
years ago. Kookaburras called against the background of a mass of Common Froglets.
Today was a specialized planting of climbing species to enhance the habitat at one of the

release sites. There were Austral Clematis, Wonga Vine, Twining Glycine and Twining Silkpod, all
lovingly untangled from the plants in their box by our brilliant Nursery Crew. Deep among the forest
trees the calls of Yellow Robin, Crimson Rosella and Golden Whistler echoed, and also Wood Duck!
It’s that time of year when everyone needs a tree hollow. A bonus with this site was being supervised
by the Helmeted Honeyeaters from the tree tops, checking to see what their Friends are up to now.
On the way out we came across a new infestation of Bulbil Watsonia beside the track. A few small
ones and many tiny ones, which had germinated on the canes where they lay and were set to grow in
a straight line. We removed all we could see but as usual, follow up is the most vital ingredient in
weed control.
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A privileged role

By Sue Tardif & Amy Tipton
Sharing the HeHo World

In the last edition of the HeHo Herald our opening words were “It’s been a roller coaster ride as we
navigate what the COVID-19 pandemic means…” As I write (17/08/20), the roller coaster continues
with metro Melbourne one third of the way into stage 4 restrictions and regional Victoria having
entered stage 3

Our thoughts are with you all during these really challenging times.

restrictions.

We have needed to continue the postponement of volunteer involvement in the field program (just like
all FoHH led volunteer programs) and at the time of writing we don’t anticipate this changing before
October. More than 6 months of virtually no on-ground volunteer involvement at Yellingbo is
unprecedented. We commend and thank our 100+ volunteer team for
their complete understanding that staying home is the most valuable
contribution they can make to keep individuals and the broader
community safe. We are also encouraged and energised by their desire
to be back on deck when it is safe to do so. It would be wrong to
assume however, that no on-ground volunteer activities equate to no
volunteer effort. As a volunteer led and managed group with six
employees and a broad mix of projects to administer, the Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater Management Committee has had a lot to
consider and do in these times of uncertainty. As employees, we wish

A fungi niche

to acknowledge and thank the Executive, in particular, for both their

Image: S. Tardif

listening ear and commitment to helping us do what we need to do and understand what we can’t do.
Also, a special thank you to Mel Treweek who puts this newsletter together so beautifully. Thank you
Mel!
The four paid field staff (DELWP staff Bruce & Andrew and FoHH staff
Amy & Sue) together with four immediate household family members
and forty DELWP employees continue to step into the role that
volunteers had done day in, day out, since 1 February 2006. It is hard to
think of our 6 months of extra field time during the COVID-19 pandemic
as anything but feeling fortunate our workplace is the bush. We have
little to grumble about. Down the track, we look forward to sharing this
special place again with our volunteer team. Online get-togethers are
Beautiful Firetail, Stagonopleura bella

Image: S. Tardif

no substitute for laughter, chatter and happy moments in the natural
world at Yellingbo, however, it has been a privilege to share in what

lockdown has been like for our Volunteer Field Assistants over Zoom, email and phone.
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Two of our State emblems the Helmeted Honeyeater, Lichenstomus melanops cassidix and Common Heath, Epacris impressa, on
show at Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve over this wet winter.
Image: S. Tardif

Victorians now await news of whether the state government will lift its State of Emergency at 11.59pm
on 13 September 2020 and what changes that will bring, if any, for you, us and the field program. In
the meantime, the wet lead up to the Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season at Yellingbo sees us
anticipating another busy year, but I will leave it to Bruce and Andrew to talk more about that.

Hoping you can find lovely glimpses of the natural world in your 5km pocket of the world and away
from any crowds over the coming weeks. We hope you enjoy some images of what we are seeing
within YNCR at the moment, plus a collage of pictures from what the volunteer team shared recently,
to illustrate what they are doing to keep active (and fit for when
Stay well. Stay connected - Sue

they return) and also what they’re noticing during these times of
a slower way of life. Enjoy!
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Coordinator’s Column

By Melanie Birtchnell
Hello Friends!

As I write my column, the sun is breaking through the clouds and casting a beautiful glow over our
verdant garden. Our vegetable seeds are responding to the warming soil and regular rainfall,
pushing their little green seed leaves higher and higher towards the sun each day. Our plum trees
have more flowers and buds than I have seen them carry for years. They are resplendent! At
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve the ecosystems, too, are showing signs of
Spring…including the Helmeted Honeyeaters – they are busily collecting nesting material and
welcoming their new season of growth. It is a gentle (and welcome) reminder that nature’s
cycles continue, even though our human lives have been so disrupted over these past few
months!

Donations really make a
difference!

Our education programmes, including the wonderful Ambassador
Programme, and volunteer planting activities have – of course - been
suspended for many months owing to COVID-19 restrictions. I have

If you would like to make a tax-deductible

really missed sharing with our visitors the wonderful, positive

donation to support our habitat restoration

conservation success stories of the Friends and our partners - and

efforts during COVID-19 restrictions, visit

helping those visitors become part of the solution and our shared,

our website~

future stories. Cancelling the planned planting activities has meant
many thousands of plants have not been planted this season, one of

www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au/getinvolved/donate/

our best planting seasons in many years! We are considering options
to outsource some of the planting to ensure our vital habitat
restoration can continue whilst also supporting community safety.

specify ‘COVID-19 habitat restoration’ to
support to this project

Otherwise, our strategic work with our many partners is continuing.
Simon Dent (Parks Victoria’s Ranger for Yellingbo Nature

Conservation Reserve) and I have been working on a renewed Revegetation Plan for the Reserve,
drawing on the extensive knowledge of Sue Tardif (among others) to guide our planning.
Recently, I was invited by the Port Phillip and Westernport
Catchment Management Authority (PPWCMA) to join Dan Harley
(Zoos Victoria) and Gaye Gadsden (FoHH) in a great project – a
video for landholders interested in undertaking habitat restoration
on their property. The video was produced in lieu of a small,
targeted event at Haining Farm, scheduled for late March 2020,
that was cancelled as the first restrictions commenced. The
cancellation required us to adapt in response to the new
conditions (and an ongoing requirement to deliver the ‘community event’); in a lovely twist, the
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resulting video has reached a far greater and broader audience than the event we had planned! As
well as encouraging private land restoration, the video provides a wonderful overview of the
conservation story for Helmeted Honeyeater and Leadbeater’s Possum.
To view The Great Escape:

How landholders can
support Yellingbo’s
threatened species visitwww.youtube.com/watch?v=
Qb4OJQ0zDW0&t=20s

As we continue to find new ways to carry on our work for the Helmeted Honeyeater and its
ecosystems under the current restrictions, nature reminds us life is constantly changing and
adapting. I am enjoying this quote from organic architect Frank Lloyd Wright: ‘Study Nature. Love
Nature. Stay close to Nature. It will never fail you.’ I hope Spring brings many opportunities for you to
immerse yourself in the wonders – great or small - of nature
around you, even if life feels quite different for now.

Sunny Spring wishes -Mel

Nursery News
By Michelle Faram

At the beginning of July, we were hopeful and making plans. August was looking like
the time we could potentially and gradually reintroduce volunteers back to the nursery
after their long absence. However, the bright light at the end of the tunnel began to unfortunately dim
as the number of positive Covid-19 cases began to slowly at first, then rapidly, increase. A State of
Disaster was introduced and we are again back to square one and in strict lockdown, until at least
the middle of September. Shirley and I can continue working at the nursery and have been allocated
permits to travel to and from work. There are still orders to complete but we have made steady
progress through the mountain we had to deal with at the beginning of March and hope to have the
majority of the orders completed by the end of August. We have also continued working on some
production, mainly cuttings, which we were able to get some help with from a number of our
volunteers working from home, when some of the earlier restrictions were relaxed.
After such a long haul we decided that Shirley and I would each take an alternate week’s break
before the spring production cycle begins in earnest. This of course happened to coincide with the
stricter lockdown and suddenly everyone got nervous about getting their plant orders. Of course this
meant a bit of extra work for the remaining person at the nursery. In the first week we had known that
3,500 plants were being collected so made sure the order was complete, but suddenly by the start of
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that week 12,000 plants were required. Some of the orders had been put together but others had not
or were not complete, so there was a bit of overtime done to get them all ready in time. Nearly 4,000
of the plants went to Cardinia Council for a dam repair project at Pepi’s Land in Emerald. The project
involved contractors lowering the earth wall of a large dam built in a steep gully, installing a spillway
on one corner of the wall and planting out the dam wall with grasses and groundcovers and the
spillway with appropriate stabilizing plants.
A sea of plant guards on
the dam wall and around
the spillway after dam
repair works. More
plantings approximately
1,200 plants below the
spillway cannot be seen in
the photographs.

Image: M Faram

Pepi’s Land, was previously a farm. The land was donated to the town many years ago and is now
used as a public open space. John’s Hill Landcare have also been heavily involved in successful
revegetation projects at the site over a number of years and their team of seed collectors, Noel,
Sheila and Julie, annually collect seed for our nursery to grow on plants for their projects.

Earlier revegetation works
by John’s Hill Landcare
have produced a forest
seen in the background of
this picture on the western
side of Pepi’s Land with
walking paths in the
foreground.
Image: M Faram

The week between our breaks was busy as we made sure we had plant orders completed for
collection the following week, 3,500 in total. Two thousand of these plants are again going to Pepi’s
Land for planting in other areas of the park. Our time off was certainly a welcome break after such a
busy and non - stop few months.
I hope that everyone is staying well and safe and hope that we can all
be enjoying life at the nursery together again soon - Michelle
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Beyond Yellingbo

By Gaye Gadsden

I have been well occupied in my role since March. This included ‘crunching the
numbers’ on our private land conservation project for the 2019/20 financial year.
The effects of the pandemic….

On face-to face engagement

We are now working with 77 properties in an area extending from
Emerald and Monbulk north through Macclesfield and Silvan, up
to Yellingbo. A further 44 properties were recruited to undertake

habitat restoration works, across the expanded project area in 2019/20. Just two of these 44 new
properties have been engaged since March. They were both very important and have given us three
new revegetation sites along the Woori Yallock Creek north of Parslows Bridge. Strengthening the
HeHo flyway to Sheepstation Creek. Landholders from 26
properties responded to the mail-out to advertise the Deer
Forum held last October and introduce this project. 20
properties (45%) of the 44 new landholders were either these
respondents or attendees of the Deer Forum. A further 12
properties (27%) were introduced to me by Project partner
groups, participating neighbours and Melbourne Water, Parks
Victoria or Yarra Ranges Council staff. Doorknocking early in the
year engaged 5 out of the 5 properties we visited, but this
method is no longer available to us. Instead, being introduced

One of four Project banners on Macclesfield

by someone they already know, is a very successful way of

Road. A regular visitor to the house yard “Mr

engaging landholders in this Project. Generally, people are

Wobbily”, is the poster boy.

asked if it is okay for their phone number to be passed on to me

Image: G Gadsden

and then I give them a call. If you can help by seeking permission from landholders you know, it
would be hugely beneficial, particularly during this time.

On virtual engagement

In April, I set up a Beyond Yellingbo WhatsApp group and some
40 landholders have joined. There has been a steady stream of
communication and images of wildlife people are seeing, fungi,

tips on fauna cameras, controlling rodents, collecting seed, rainfall, finding homes for wombats to be
released to, all sorts of topics.
As Melanie mentioned in the Coordinator’s Column, the Port Phillip and Westernport Catchment
Management Authority made a 35-minute video. Our fabulous Melanie Birtchnell, Dan Harley and I
presented. Mel and Dan provide a wonderful background on our two critically endangered species why they are critically endangered, their habitat requirements and the role of both public and private
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land habitat restoration in their recovery. I speak about what actions landholders are already taking to
restore habitat in our 'Beyond Yellingbo' project. I hope you find it both informative and entertaining.
Johns Hill Landcare Group, one of the Beyond Yellingbo project partners has made a short video
about the amazing work they are doing with Melbourne Water and Yarra Ranges Council to restore
habitat for the Helmeted Honeyeater in Butterfield Reserve. The video, titled Back to Butterfield, can
be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpitDUl1e5A&feature=youtu.be

On works

Contractors have had to cease implementing works during Stage
4 restrictions. Habitat improvements made in 2019/20 included:
weed control across 118 hectares (ha) on 38 properties; pest

animal control across 496ha on 27 properties; 1.6ha of revegetation on 3 properties and 1.7
kilometres (km) of fencing protecting 20.7ha of habitat. 275 deer have been culled in the 18 months
to end of June 2020, through our programs and Parks Victoria professional culling. Almost $165,000
worth of on-ground works were implemented; $140,000 funded by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) and $21,000 by Melbourne Water.

Plants grown by FOHH are
doing really well on the
Woori Yallock Creek
floodplain of this property.
They are protected by a
deer fence.

Image: G Gadsden

Hope you are all staying safe and that thoughts of Yellingbo are
nourishing you until we can return - Gaye
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Yarra Ranges Landcare Network News
By Anne Fitzpatrick

During winter and the current “enforced” quiet times, there has been a chance to reflect and a
chance to catch-up on inside tasks. In our Landcare Network, we have become more expert at Zoom
meetings and some have ventured into video making to capture projects and share online. We hope
that Spring will bring some lifting of restrictions to volunteer activities and we can once again get out
into the field and “do”.

ü Gain skills in sustainable land management

Benefits of
joining Landcare

ü Meet locals with similar environmental values
ü Improve farm productivity while protecting the
natural environment
ü Improve your physical and social wellbeing
ü Access training, support networks and grants

The Network currently has a strong committee of 7 volunteers. The Committee meets every 5-6
weeks, keeping abreast of issues impacting the 15 member groups in the Yarra Ranges, promoting
Landcare and supporting and administering the one paid part-time position of the Landcare
Facilitator. The Committee has been awaiting DELWP’s new Landcare Facilitator program –
Expression of Interest, to be released in August, with the completion of the current facilitator program
in December 2020. The Landcare Network AGM will be held on Friday 13th November 2020, which all
are welcome to attend. Visit our website www.yarrarangeslandcare.org.au or follow us on Facebook
to stay up-to-date with our events.

Network Committee
President: Richard Kean keanR@bigpond.com
Secretary: Irene Pearey iwp@optusnet.org.au
Treasurer: Sophie Ellul sophie_ellul@hotmail.com
Members: Ron Sawyer (Macclesfield LG), Freya Von
Muller (Monbulk LG), Kris Leckie, Christine Slade, (Kevin
Blazé currently on leave).

Network Member Groups
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Cardinia Hills Landcare Community
Weed Alliance of the Dandenongs Friends of Sassafras Creek Johns Hill
Landcare Macclesfield Landcare Monbulk Landcare Mt Toolebewong & District
Landcare Montrose Upper Landcare Olinda Creek Landcare Southern
Dandenongs Landcare Upper Yarra Landcare YR Intrepid Landcare Yarra
Valley Equestrian Landcare Bags - Blackberry Action Group - Silvan
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Heho Merchandise on hold for now...
Unfortunately, we are unable to fill any requests for our current range of merchandise during the COVID-19 restrictions as
we are unable to access our storage units. We are currently working on an exciting new range of merchandise. We will
advertise them as they become available and it will be possible to order these at that time as they will be stored where they
are fully accessible.
If anyone has suggestions for products please email possum56@gmail.com

Coming these September school holidays~
Victorian Emblem Junior Ranger Booklet
This 8-page children’s booklet will feature activities about our faunal and floral emblems- the
Helmeted Honeyetar, Leadbeater’s Possum, Weedy Seadragon and the Common Heath. It
will be available to download at Parks Victoria’s Junior Ranger website during the September
school holidays. Visit https://juniorrangers.com.au/make-and-do/ to download your copy and learn
about our precious wildlife.

Heho Supporters

Donations are very important to us and help support the
variety of conservation activities FoHH undertakes for our
special bird. So our thanks go to the generosity of...

Ritchies Stores WK Margaret Ross Kerrie Holdsworth Gage Kerry Dawborn Peta
Kowalski Gaye Gadsden Ruben Buttigieg Jaclyn Birtchnell DH Parris 5thBrunswick
Scouts and all those contributors to stamp donations!

FoHH would like to acknowledge the
ongoing support from Yarra Ranges
Shire for printing and distribution of
the Heho Herald.

If you shop at IGA, you can nominate
FoHH on your Community Benefits
Card and 0.5% of your shopping
docket will be directed to us.
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Contacts
Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Office & Nursery
Address 1217 Macclesfield Road, Yellingbo 3139
Post PO Box 131 Woori Yallock 3139
p) 5964 8341
e) info@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au
www.helmetedhoneyeater.org.au

Committee Members
President Alan Clayton e) president@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Vice President Gretchen
Szabat Secretary Stephen Garth e) secretary@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Treasurer
Suzanne Cox e) treasurer@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au General Members Bruce Quin,
Robin Young, Sue Bendel, Richard Case, Mariea Pacheco

Support roles
DELWP Ornithologist Bruce Quin Works & Reveg Coordinator Richard Case Nursery
Manager Michelle Faram e) plantnursery@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Webmaster Stephen
Garth e) webmaster@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Environmental Coordinator Melanie
Birtchnell e) environmentalcoordinator@helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Merchandise Sue
Bendel Field Volunteer Coordinator Sue Tardif Fundraising Coordinator Dorothy Scott e)
dorothy@avonsfield.com.au Newsletter Editor Melanie Treweek Dunn e) newsletter@
helmetedhoneyeater.org.au Yellingbo to Butterfield Project Gaye Gadsden e)
dave989gaye@bigpond.com Landcare Facilitator Anne Fitzpatrick m) 0488 766 113 e)
facilitator@yrl.org.au
FoHH respectfully acknowledge the Wurundjeri People as the Traditional Custodians of the lands
known as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve. We recognise their continuing connection to
land, water and wildlife and pay our respect to Elders past, present and emerging.
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